Artist Bio
Rozee is a Virgin Island born singer, songwriter, and performer who has captivated
audiences from Miami to Los Angeles. Her powerful vocals, relatable subject matter, and
dynamic stage presence have all garnered her supporters from around the globe. She
brings a smooth & sultry innocence to the Alternative Pop/R&B genre, along with folk, blues,
and caribbean influences. Her sound is somewhat reminiscent of Sade in the early 90’s, and
her powerhouse vocals remind you of those of 70’s Funk/Rock artists like Tina Turner and
Donna Summer. Her writing style perfectly captures and helps to visualize life experiences
in a timeless, almost enchanting manner.

CURRENT RELEASES
Intoxicated
Dejavu
Passenger Side
Blue Sky

She has graced stages at venues such as The Hotel Cafe, The Avalon Hollywood, House of
Blues (Anaheim & San Diego), Xen Lounge, The Canyon Club, and The Rose (Pasadena). She
has performed with Billboard & SESAC award-winning smooth jazz musician Gabriel Bello
and has opened for many acts including Macy Gray and The Spinners to name a few. When
she performs she leaves it all at the door. She performs to connect with listeners and it’s an
experience that has left fans wanting more while teary-eyed at the end of the night.
		
Rozee’s latest single “Intoxicated” was released in January 2019. It is the second single
off of her highly anticipated debut EP “Retrospect”. The single and EP were produced in
collaboration with ALIX and Paul Sikoral of Ambitious Future Records. Listeners will find
on a honest perspective on love and relationships, accompanied by smooth vocals, groovytrap beats and clever pop-r&b lyricism. Rozee is currently gearing up for new releases and
performances on the east coast. Her music is available on all digital platforms including
Spotify, iTunes, Apple Music, Tidal, and Amazon Music.
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instagram.com/rozeeofficial
https://twitter.com/rozee_official
https://www.facebook.com/Iamrozee
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booking@rozeemusic.com
www.rozeemusic.com
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rozeemusic@projektnyc.com

”Her ways of music foretelling is
pure and clear.”
Nataliez World

“Blue Sky is a song that will
resonate worldwide. Rozee tackles
the emotionally difficult
subject of missing someone who has
passed away with grace and style.
She has put into words what many of
us want to express.”
Indie Spoonful

